INTRODUCTION
By a class of sets we mean a set whose members are sets. A number of papers have studied classes where the sets obey restrictions involving intersection and containment (surveyed in [4, 5, 71 The 5 relation on such a class has a hierarchical or tree-like structure. This structure occurs whenever a collection of objects is classified into disjoint categories, subcategories, and so on. An example from biology is the taxonomy of organisms. The largest categories are the kingdoms, followed by the phyla, and continuing down to species. In many cases, particularly with domesticated animals and plants, there are further refinements. Since there are organisms that have not been discovered or completely classified, this taxonomy is incomplete. Formally, a taxonomic class 9? is complete if every a E U %? is a member of some minimal SE V. An instance of this would be the taxonomy of organisms whose classification is established. We also consider an extreme form of completeness-% will be said to be maximal if for every nonempty S s u g, either SE 97 or %9 u (S} is not taxonomic.
Taxonomic classes with exactly one maximal set, i.e., U %? E 97, will play an important role in our proofs. For obvious reasons, such classes are said to be connected. More generally, a component of %? is a maximal connected subclass of %7?, i.e., the subclass of all sets contamed in a maximal set.
Let n 3 0. V is a class on n if U % = (0, 1, . . . . n -1;. Our main results are exact formulas and asymptotic estimates for T,, = number of taxonomic classes on n U,, = number of connected taxonomic classes on n C, = number of complete taxonomic classes on n D, = number of connected complete taxonomic classes on n M, = number of maximal taxonomic classes on n.
Following standard conventions, T, = C, = 1 and U, = D, = 0, i.e., @ is the only (complete) taxonomic class on 0, and there is no connected taxonomic class on 0.
If @ were allowed as a member of taxonomic classes, then T,, U,, C,, and D, would become exactly twice as large, since the presence or absence of @ in a class does not affect any of the definitions.
The formulas for T,,, U,, C,, and D, are derived by solving functional equations for their exponential generating series. The proofs of the exact formulas are similar to Polya's enumeration of rooted trees [6, lo] , and the asymptotic estimates use methods described in [2] . This approach also works for M,, but a more elementary proof will be given which yields additional information: for n 2 1, every maximal taxonomic class on n has exactly 2n -1 sets.
Lastly, using a theorem of Compton [3] , we give easy derivations of asymptotic formulas for the probability that a random (complete) taxonomic class has a given number of components and the expected number of components.
EXACT FORMULAS
Let T(x), U(x), C(x), D(x), and M(X) be the respective exponential generating series for the sequences T,, U,, C,, D,, and M,, e.g.,
We begin by studying the relationship between T(x) and U(x).
2) is an application of a well-known principle [ 1) . The central idea is that every taxonomic class is the disjoint union of connected taxonomic classes. The exponential generating series for the number of taxonomic classes that are the disjoint union of exactly m connected classes is U(xjm/m!.
To prove (2.3), for every connected taxonomic class 97 let and fW:) = (%', s>.
It is easily seen that f is one to one. Thus to count C, it suffices to count ordered pairs (W', S) that are in the range off: There are three cases: In case (I) S is nonempty because U, = 0. In case (II) S is also nonempty; otherwise U 97 = U V?'. But U %' 4 %?' by definition of W and U 9' E W since W is connected. Conversely, for any nonempty S, (U', S) is in the range of$ Therefore in these two cases the exponential generating series for S is
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Since the three cases are mutually exclusive,
and ( Proof (2.9) has the same proof as (2.2), and (2.10) follows immediately from the Lemma, noting that Do = 0 and C, = 1. 1 2.11. THEOREM.
We have Proof: We will use the auxiliary variables u = C(x) and v = ee"'. By Corollary 2.8 UC ye"f2-'. We could use the functional equation M(x) = x + M(x)~/~ (where we define M, = 0) to obtain a solution for M,. However, a more direct approach is easier and also yields more information: 2.13. PROPOSITION. Every maximal taxonomic class on n 3 1 contains exactl?, 2n -1 sets.
Prooj
We use induction on n. For n = 1, the Proposition is obvious. Assume it has been proven for all m Gn. Let %' be a maximal taxonomic class on n + 1. Since n > 1 and % is maximal, there must be some maximal A E % such that A # (0, 1, . . . . (27cF,,.,.) )"'n-3"r mn,
where the partial derivatives F, and F,.,. are evaluated at z = r and w = s.
The proof uses the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem [9] to characterize the behavior of F near (r, s). The asymptotic formula then follows from Darboux's Theorem [ 111.
THEOREM.
We have (ii) Let F(z, w)=ew'-ewe', r=ln 2-4, and s=e112. The proof proceeds exactly as above.
(iii) Let ~(2, W) = e' + eM -2wl-2, Y = In In 4, and s = In 2. The proof is the same as (i) and (ii) except that Corollary 2.8 is used instead of Lemma 2.1.
(iv) follows from (iii) and Lemma 2.7. 1 3.3. THEOREM.
We have
Proof. By Theorem 2.14, n-1 M, n 2i=(2n-2)!. That is, E(C, pm) is the expected number of components under the uniform probability measure pL,.
3.4. THEOREM (Compton) . Suppose R is closed under disjoint unions, Taking R to be the collection of taxonomic classes on n, for arbitrary II, let p,, be as above. Similarly, let A,(C = m) be the probability that a randomly selected complete taxonomic class on n has m components. 
